
Optional Excursions for Melodies of the Danube 
 

AUSTRIA 

 

Guided Tour of Schönbrunn Palace 
Cost: $82.35 pp USD. Available From the Ship  
The Palace of Schönbrunn is a fine example of Baroque architecture. Built originally as the summer residence 
of the Hapsburg Emperors, it became one of their favored homes. Your tour will include a guided tour of the 
Imperial apartments, the living quarters of the Emperors, still complete with their furnishings, and the 
Carriage Museum which houses the imperial coach used for coronations. Daytime optional. 
 

Mozart & Strauss Concert in Vienna 
Cost: $103.53 pp USD. Available From the Ship  
As the “Music Capital of the World,” everyone should attend a concert in Vienna at some point in their life. 
This excursion is an after dinner tour, from the ship in Vienna. The concert will be held in one of the truly great 
formal concert houses of Imperial Vienna, such as the Hofburg Palace or Palais Auersperg. This unforgettable 
evening will be a mixture of both Mozart & Strauss; featuring the most popular compositions of each. 
Following the concert, there will be a scenic drive of the Ringstrasse and its illuminated buildings, before 
returning to the ship. Evening optional. 
 

CZECH REPUBLIC 
 

Half-day excursion to Terezin (from Prague) 
Cost: $80.00 pp USD. Available with the Prague Extension  
During WWII, the Gestapo used Terezin, (better known by the German name Theresienstadt), as a ghetto, 
concentrating Jews from Czechoslovakia, as well as many from Germany, Austria, the Netherlands, and 
DenmarkGerman propaganda convinced international organizations that the camp was simply a 
“beautification project.” The camp became so famous a movie was made about it. A visit to Terezin is a “must 
see” for many of our guests, guaranteed to be a profoundly moving experience. Morning optional, offered on 
the free day in Prague. 
 

Folklore Dinner Show 
Cost: $97.65 pp USD. Available with the Prague Extension  
This unforgettable evening will get you in touch with the Czech soul. Savor hearty Czech specialties, regional 
wine and beer as you learn about traditional Czech music and dance during an interactive folklore show. 
Evening Optional. 
 


